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ABSTRACT
AtXfinity, an instant search system provides a variety of results for a
given query from different sources. For each keystroke, new results
are rendered on screen to the user, which could contain movies,
television series, sporting events, music videos, news clips, person
pages, and other result types. Users are also able to use the Xfinity
Voice Remote to submit longer queries, some of which are more
open-ended. Examples of queries include incomplete words which
match multiple results through lexical matching (i.e., "ali"), topical
searches ("vampire movies"), and more specific longer searches
("Movies with Adam Sandler"). Since results can be based on lexical
matches, semantic matches, item-to-item similarity matches, or a
variety of business logic driven sources, a key challenge is how to
combine results into a single list. To accomplish this, we propose
merging the lists via a Learning to Rank (LTR) neural model which
takes into account the search query. This combined list can be
personalized via a second LTR neural model with knowledge of
the user’s search history and metadata of the programs. Because
instant search is under-represented in the literature, we present
our learnings from research to aid other practitioners.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→Retrieval models and ranking; Users
and interactive retrieval; Multimedia and multimodal retrieval.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Instant search is an under-studied use case in information retrieval
(IR), which has been noted by industry practitioners [9, 13]. Instant
search is characterized as a search where a new set of results is
returned for every keystroke and is applicable across a variety
of different industries and use cases [21]. To meet strict latency
requirements, inverted indices are typically used in this setting.
Inverted indices are a map from string queries to sets of results.
Most IR systems employ at least two steps: a candidate selection
step from which a small subset is selected from a large pool of
options followed by an ordering step which reranks the retrieved
items. This approach has been implemented by several companies
for both search and recommendation problems [3, 7].

When aiming to provide a wide range of results in a single
list beyond lexical matches, numerous challenges are apparent
when implementing a robust instant search service. First, how
should one combine results for a given search query when there
are multiple matches present (lexical, semantic, etc.)? When using
several candidate sources, how does one prevent ancillary matches
from being ranked higher than more logical matches? Should one
consider item type (in our case, movies, television shows, sporting
events, etc.) in ranking?

To that end, our goal is to present proposed solutions to these
challenges by describing an approach to instant search that can
serve millions of users on a platform. We will discuss many prac-
tical points around making a production instant search system
work at a large scale. These points will focus on the design of the
various necessary indices, model architectures, business logic, and
metrics and sessionization criteria which in combination create a
cohesive experience. We finally will present online experiments of
the proposed system and discuss its performance against a global
popularity sorting algorithm.

2 APPROACH
The following section discusses different components of the pro-
posed search framework shown in Figure 1. Candidate genera-
tion, availability filtering, and reranking constitute the key compo-
nents of the process. In the candidate generation step, asynchro-
nous calls are made to multiple indices. For example, a query for
"𝑇𝐻𝐸 𝑂𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐶𝐸" may return the lexical match The Office and an
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Figure 1: An example diagram of the search flow for the
query "Park".

item-to-item similarity match like Parks and Recreation. The candi-
date results may include movies, television shows, sporting events,
and music videos among other types, which can be lexical matches,
semantic matches, or item-to-item similarity. Then, the candidates
need to be filtered based on if the item is available to the user.
(Availability will be discussed in Section 2.3.2.) The results are next
combined into a single list through a heuristic before being sent to
the reranking step, which consists of two deep learning models that
combine the different candidate lists and fine-tune the results to
the user. In the final stage of the pipeline, business logic would be
applied to generate the final rankings while also respecting product
requirements.

2.1 Candidate Generation
Generating candidates can be accomplished via lexical matching,
semantic matching, item-to-item similarity matching, and trend-
ing items. In the following sections, all specifications relating to
these possible indices are described. We also note that there can
also be a fallback index that is used when other indices have no
matches, but that index is outside the scope of this work. As a
general framework, these approaches are applicable across a wide
range of disciplines with reasonable results while being easy to im-
plement in a performant, production-ready way to handle millions
of users.

2.1.1 Lexical Matching. Lexical matching is based on a relevance
score derived from the combination of text-based prefix matching
and, if desired, popularity. Items whose title contain the query as a
prefix are included in a candidate list and the results are reranked
by a global popularity score. This component can be implemented
using (for instance) Apache SOLR, a Lucene-based [8] technology.

2.1.2 Semantic Search Model. For semantic matching, an unsuper-
vised zero-shot retrieval system using a twin neural network (some-
times called a siamese neural network) [2] and pre-trained natural
language processing (NLP) model with an additional match boost-
ing component can be implemented. A similar use of pre-trained
NLP models and Siamese Networks for this type of application has
been demonstrated by other practitioners [20].

In particular, a pre-trained sentence embedding model (Univer-
sal Sentence Encoder [4]) would be applied to encode a vector
representation of brief text synopses of indexed content. Better
performance may be achieved by augmenting these brief synopses
with additional words from the item’s metadata, such as the genre
of the program (i.e. "Mystery," "Romantic Comedy," etc.) and the
names of cast members with lead roles. An example of the resulting

text blob for a fabricated horror-comedy movie is shown in Figure
2.

"A Yellow Search Paper starring Scott Rome, Sardar
Hamidian, Richard Walsh, Kevin Foley and Ferhan
Ture. A machine learning research team stumbles
upon a research paper written by a mysterious prac-
titioner. Little did they know that reading the paper
induces madness. Movie. Horror Comedy. Rated R.
2022"

Figure 2: A toy example of metadata representing the input
data to one of the towers of a twin neural network for seman-
tic retrieval.

At runtime, a query would be encoded to a vector representation
via the same sentence embedding model, and an approximate K-
nearest neighbor search can retrieve items with metadata that are
semantically most similar to the query text.

To improve the quality of the matching, one can add a second
component to boost items whose metadata approximately contain
n-grams from the query, which can improve performance on more
diverse queries. For example, queries for "Native American movies"
were returning "Wild West movies" as well. By adding this sec-
ond component, which can be referred to as "approximate n-gram
boosting", the metadata must include the term "Native American"
somewhere in the description for the item to be a viable match.
In approximate n-gram boosting, word-level n-grams of the item
metadata are computed and hashed into 𝑁 buckets, resulting in
a multi-hot vector representation. The semantic vector represen-
tation of the items discussed previously and the n-gram boosting
vectors are concatenated together and stored to be searched against.
As far as the authors know, this "approximate n-gram boosting" is
novel in the case of multimedia semantic search.

2.1.3 Item-to-Item Similarity Candidates. For item-to-item similar-
ity candidates in search, one can use a collaborative filtering-based
approach such as described in Jojic et al. Lists of similar results to a
query may be pre-computed and stored in a key-value mapping to
improve runtime performance. For example, the key ”𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑂𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐶𝐸”
will have a list of similar item identifiers stored as its value. Such
key-value pairs are identified via an offline processing job with a
heuristic that identifies search queries with few lexical matches.
This process creates similar candidate lists for incomplete queries
like ”𝑇𝐻𝐸 𝑂𝐹𝐹 ” as well.

2.1.4 Trending Candidates. Trending candidates can be identified
via an offline processing job which tags items as trending and stores
them in an in-memory cache. At runtime, trending items are identi-
fied and can be boosted to the top of the list based on business logic.
To identify trending items, a simple anomaly detection algorithm
can be used. Data for each item over the last 𝑁 days are used to
compute a distribution of the log of the daily search result click
totals. A 𝑡-test can then be employed to determine if the current
day’s click volume for that item is anomalous. For new items, we
utilize a threshold for the total clicks for the first𝑀 days to indicate
if the item should be boosted.
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2.2 Reranking
A two-step approach with two deep learning models to perform
reranking can be implemented. The end result of the system is a
single list of content items which combines and ranks the search
results from various inverted indices. This approach can solve the
problems created by having multiple sources of candidates using a
machine learning model to blend the various candidate lists into a
ranked list, which is then ready to be personalized.
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Figure 3: A diagram of the model used as the first step in the
proposed reranking pipeline.

2.2.1 Combining Candidate Lists. For reranking, a two-towermodel
such as shown in Figure 3 can be utilized. The first tower breaks
down the query into word-level n-grams, which are embedded and
averaged. Similarly, the second tower embeds the item identifier
being ranked. This model is trained via a standard pairwise Learn-
ing to Rank approach to capture item popularity for a given query.
This approach allows the model to combine the various candidates
into a cohesive list. For the experiments found in Section 3, training
data consisted of aggregated click data, a "group by" sum of clicks
aggregated at the (query, item ID) level, and the final pairwise train-
ing set numbered approximately 10 million pairs. The model was
retrained nightly using two weeks of recent data. This model was
also stored with a set where the elements were the concatenation
of the query and the item identifier. If a query/item pairing was
not present in the set at runtime, the model would not rerank the
results and instead a business logic ordering was preserved.

2.2.2 Personalization. The second model in the pipeline personal-
izes the top 𝑁 results. The second model’s architecture (Figure 4)
is inspired by published works where recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) are trained end-to-end in a Learning to Rank paradigm
[9, 15, 22]. RNNs used in this fashion allow one to identify the
similarity between the search query and the item title. The input
for the character-level LSTM layer is of the form "<s> 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 <sep>
𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑒 <e>" concatenated with a segment embedding described by
Hashemi et al. to differentiate between query characters and title
characters. The LSTM output is combined with embeddings of the
item IDs and metadata to form a search context vector. A dot prod-
uct of the search context vector and the user search click history is
computed for the final ranking.

For the experiment in Section 3, the model was trained end-to-
end from data using a point-wise learning to rank approach. We
only included query sessions (defined in Section 2.3.1) for training
that had at least one search result click event. A typical training
consisted of 150 million examples taken over a recent month of
production data. The training regimen used a multi-GPU scheme
and was programmed using Keras and TensorFlow [1, 6].

2.2.3 Additional Business Logic. After the reranking has been com-
pleted, it is often still desirable to apply a final step of business logic
to meet product requirements. An example product requirement
could be as follows: item-to-item similarity matches which do not
also contain a lexical match must appear after lexical matches in
the final list. To accomplish this and other similar requirements,
one can classify items into primary, secondary, and tertiary groups
based on the candidate generation source and metadata. For in-
stance, item-to-item similarity matches could be secondary results,
whereas lexical matches could be defined as primary results. One
could then enforce that primary results are always presented be-
fore secondary results, and likewise for tertiary results. The results
would remain in the order assigned by the models inside each tier.
This business logic would ensure that results are presented in a
reasonable and expected order.
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Figure 4: A diagram of the architecture of the proposed per-
sonalization model for instant search.

2.3 Metrics and Offline Evaluation
In similar settings, it has been shown that users judge the quality
of a search experience by whether the search was successful and
the effort it took to complete the search [10, 13]. With that in mind,
one option is to implement hero metrics of Successful Search Rate
(SSR), defined as the percentage of sessions ending in a search
result click with no follow-up search within 𝑇 minutes, and the
Average Number of Keystrokes (ANK) until the correct search result
is clicked. A myriad of auxiliary metrics that quantify the customer
experience including Time to Success, Dead End Search Rate, and
Percent of Enriched Queries (i.e., queries with non-lexical matches)
can also be tracked. Metrics should be calculated at the session level
and could be used for A/B testing and monitoring of the system.

2.3.1 Sessionization Logic. A key element of the approach is the
definition of a search session. A search session in the instant search
setting can be comprised of numerous prefix queries as a user types
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in the desired query. For example, when a user is searching for
"The Office", their queries would form a list 𝐿 = [ "𝑇 ", "𝑇𝐻 ", "𝑇𝐻𝐸",
"𝑇𝐻𝐸 ", "𝑇𝐻𝐸 𝑂", ...] which need to be grouped together to form
a "query session". Query sessions are formed via an edit distance
heuristic using Levenshtein Distance which takes into account
situations where letters may not be sent to the backend due to
the speed of data entry. For instance, the previous query session
𝐿 may be sent to an API as such: 𝐿′ = [ "𝑇 ", "𝑇𝐻𝐸", "𝑇𝐻𝐸 ", ...].
Query sessions can then be grouped again by time to form a "search
session", where the overall experience metrics can be calculated to
validate the performance of the system and characterize customer
success and effort.

2.3.2 Offline Evaluation. In the off-policy evaluation literature, ran-
domization and propensity weighting are commonly used to create
accurate offline estimates of online results [5, 14, 16–19]. Many
typical randomization schemes used like uniform shuffling as in Li
et al. could lead to a poor customer experience. However, in many
use cases, there is a concept of item availability for a user which
has been discussed by other industry practitioners [13]. A user may
not be eligible to view a given item due to their subscriptions, and
in which case, the item would be removed from the results. This
leads to different users having different result sets. This pseudo-
randomization may not be sufficient for accurate estimates, but we
have found in practice that offline estimates of Normalized Discount
Cumulative Gain (NDCG) and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) are
directionally accurate when using such pseudo-randomized data as
described above.

3 RESULTS
The results discussed below are from online A/B tests with metrics
calculated using session data. The A/B tests were typically run for
2 weeks with treatment and control receiving an equal amount
of traffic. The significance level required was 𝛼 = .01. Sample
Ratio Mismatch (SRM) tests were performed to ensure the splits
observed were valid. Because metrics were calculated at a session
level while treatment was assigned at the account level, a delta
method correction to the variance was applied. For details and best
practices, we recommend Kohavi et al.

Figure 5 documents the improvements observed from introduc-
ing a similar reranking pipeline as described above. In fact, there
was a strong improvement on our key metrics when only intro-
ducing the first step of the reranking pipeline and a second strong
improvement when the personalization model was added. The per-
sonalized model made a larger impact on shorter queries (e.g. "𝑀𝐴"),
particularly in "effort" metrics like Average Number of Keystrokes
and Time to Success and relevancy metrics like NDCG and MRR.
These cases will have many possible outcomes for the search phrase
and the personalization model was able to improve the rankings
significantly. In the cases where the user is typing a query, a search
if unsuccessful is typically due to the user abandoning the session
(e.g., the search took too much effort to find what the user wanted)
or the item the user was searching for was not available to them.
Thus, we did not expect nor did we see a large increase in Search
Success Rate by deploying any machine learning based ranking;
however, there was a small improvement. In the case of dictated
queries matching the title of an item, like "𝑇𝐻𝐸 𝑂𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐶𝐸", the pool

of search results is much smaller, and there are fewer options to
reorder the results. So, in these cases we only saw amodest improve-
ment in relevancy metrics like NDCG. However, for longer queries
that are not exact title matches, we saw adequate improvements
in effort and success metrics for both dictated and typed queries.
Such queries frequently appear in search fallback scenarios, where
a system returns "best effort" results (e.g., using edit distance based
algorithms and n-gram matching) when no first order candidates
are found.

Percent Improvement
Search Success Rate Time to Click Number of Keystrokes

.5-5% 10-20% 10-20%

Figure 5: Metric improvements of a reranking step as pro-
posed in Section 2.2 over a global popularity sort, calculated
through online experiments on typed queries. Values are
given in ranges for business privacy purposes.

On the other hand, we observed the largest gains in Search
Success Rate from the introduction of new indices. By handling
more search use cases, the system produces fewer dead ends for
search sessions, resulting in users being able to find content for
more open ended queries and when the original item they searched
for was unavailable.

4 DISCUSSION
Due to the dearth of papers on instant search, we have presented
a potential implementation of an instant search system. The chal-
lenges faced with returning a single list containing multiple dif-
ferent types of results (i.e., movies, television series, music videos,
sporting events, etc.) andmatch types (lexical, semantic, etc.) extend
beyond the media domain and will be relevant for many practi-
tioners working in product search use cases. We hope that the
lessons outlined above can help others identify a path forward to
implement their own large-scale instant search systems.
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DISCLAIMER
The foregoing is a discussion of research and development and not
a representation of implementations.
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